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Verizon kyocera flip phone instruction manual

headline This user guide can help you get the most out of your device. header How to activate and setup your Cadence. headline Here is how to perform initial activation/setup on your 3G or 4G smartphone or basic phone. headline To set alerts on your Cadence. header How to move images to your SD/Memory Card on your Cadence. headline Find the
best way to transfer your photos, videos, contacts, and other content from one device to another. See step-by-step instructions for devices by operating system. header How to transfer music files from your Cadence LTE to a computer. header How to transfer music files from a computer to your Cadence. caption How to transfer picture or video files from
your Cadence toilet computer. caption How to transfer picture or video files from a computer toyour Cadence. header How to transfer your contacts from one basic phone to another basic phone. headline Content Transfer app makes it easy to transfer your contacts and other content from your old phone to your new phone. Find out how. Length: 2:58
heading here's how to check for Verizon wireless coverage while in the U.S., find steps to check coverage and determine what the indicators on the device mean. Title Learn how to load your Kyocera Cadence. heading An interactive map of the Start screen and the buttons on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Discover more about the back of your Kyocera
Cadence. the title Learn how you can turn your Kyocera Cadence on and off. header How to insert/remove the battery for your Cadence LTE. heading Here is info about the battery specifications (eg, Usage time, Standby time, etc.) for your Cadence. caption Here's some support info for beeping or audible tones while using Bluetooth headsets. titled How to
remove a paired Bluetooth device from your Basic handset. header How to remove a paired Bluetooth connection from your Cadence. header How to send a bluetooth contact on your Cadence LTE. header How to turn Bluetooth on or off on your Cadence LTE and make it visible to other pairing devices. heading See how to pair kyocera Cadence with the
Bluetooth device. headline How to enable the Wi-Fi Calling feature on your 4G Basic phone. headline How to block text messages originating from email addresses or domains through the My Verizon website. header How to temporarily block unwanted calls and messages through the My Verizon website. headline How to answer calls on your Basic phone
while you have another call. headline To change the Emergency Call Address for Wi-Fi Calling on your 4G Basic phone. header This can help if you're having trouble sending a picture/text message. header To change the options for answering calls on your Cadence. headline How to send unwanted calls directly to the voicemail of your Cadence. headline
How to make a call on your the title How to do your call history on your Cadence. Header How to place a conference call on your Cadence. headline How to recoup you on your Cadence. header How to reset your call timers on your Cadence. Header How to set up your speed dialing on your Cadence. header To view the call history on your Cadence.
header How to view your call timers on your Cadence. headline An interactive guide on how to call a contact using your Kyocera Cadence. headline Discover how to use your Kyocera Cadence to call a new number. headline A visual guide to ignore a call and send a text message to the caller with your Kyocera Cadence. Headline Learn how to switch
between two phone calls on your Kyocera Cadence. the title Learn how to teach kids to call 911 at your Kyocera Cadence. Headline Learn how to call a hands-free number on your Kyocera Cadence. header Discover how to view a missed call and add it as a new contact on your Kyocera Cadence. header To delete a temporary call or message block through
the My Verizon website. heading To turn Verizon network services on or off or if they don't work on your mobile device, you can view this information. header How to move images to your SD/Memory Card on your Cadence. headline If you're having trouble sending/receiving pictures and videos, here's some info about size restrictions. header How to access
your camera settings on your Cadence. caption How to transfer picture or video files from your Cadence toilet computer. caption How to transfer picture or video files from a computer toyour Cadence. caption How to view a picture of your Cadence. title Learn how to take a picture of the screen and display it on your Kyocera Cadence. headline An interactive
guide on how to resize your photos or videos with your Kyocera Cadence. Headline Learn to record a video with your Kyocera Cadence. headline A visual guide to share photos via email, social networks and more using your Kyocera Cadence. headline Discover how to take a photo using your Kyocera Cadence. heading A visual guide for transferring photos
to the SD card on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Here is some info about supported file types for image/video messages. 000 to resolve driver conflicts if your device does not have a correct interface with your computer. headline How to export contacts from your Gmail account to a CSV file. heading Here are steps on importing and exporting contacts to
your Macintosh computer. heading How to import/export contacts from a comma-separated value file (*.csv) through Entourage. header To import your contacts into Microsoft Outlook by using a .csv file. headline How to import your contacts from a CSV/vCard file into your Gmail account. header To add a contact to your Cadence. header How to delete a
contact on your Cadence. title How to you a contact on your Cadence. heading How to send a one bluetooth on your Cadence LTE. headline Learn how to add a new contact to your Kyocera Cadence. headline A visual guide on how to add a contact to favorites on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Find out how to add a picture to a contact on your Kyocera
Cadence. headline Learn how to assign a ringtone to a contact, so you know who is messaging your Kyocera Cadence without looking at it. headline A visual guide for creating a group of contacts on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Learn how to share the information for one of your contacts with someone else using your Kyocera Cadence. title How to
change the data usage cycle and set data alerts and/or limits for your Cadence. titled How to turn cellular data on your Cadence on or off. header How to fix your incorrect date and/or time on your Cadence. header How to view your device ID (ESN/IMEI/MEID) on your Cadence. header How to view your phone number on your Cadence. heading To
configure company name ID settings. heading To adjust the backlight for the keypad on your Cadence. heading To adjust the screen brightness and other display settings (for example, the title To set shortcuts to your Cadence. heading How to put your device in airplane mode on your Cadence. title Explore how to access settings on your Kyocera Cadence
to change warning sounds, turn off GPS, and more. heading A visual guide to save battery life on your Kyocera Cadence by adjusting the screen time release rate. header Find out how to change roaming settings on your Kyocera Cadence. header Learn how to manage location settings on your Kyocera Cadence. title Discover how to manage data usage on
your Kyocera Cadence. title Learn how to do a factory reset on your Kyocera Cadence. header Explore ways to mute your Kyocera Cadence. title An interactive guide to setting your Kyocera Cadence to Airplane mode. header How to export contacts from your Gmail account to a CSV file. Here's how to import your contacts from a CSV/vCard file into your
Gmail account. caption To add an email account to your Cadence. header How to delete emails from your Cadence. heading Here is info about common email settings (e.g. account names, etc.) for your Cadence. headline How to change the data usage options for your email account on your Cadence. headline How to get notifications, if you don't receive
email notifications on your Cadence. header To update the email passwords/server settings for your Cadence. heading To enter or edit the email signature on your Cadence. header To adjust your Cadence email synchronization frequency settings. header How to delete an email account and add it back using your caption How to view and reply to an e-mail
message your Cadence. headline Learn to forward an email message on your Kyocera Cadence. title Learn how to attach a file, such as a document or photo, to an email with your Kyocera Cadence. headline Discover how to reply to an email on your Kyocera Cadence. header A step-by-step visual guide to send an email from your Kyocera Cadence.
header See how to send a group email on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Learn how to access your work email on your Kyocera Cadence. headline See how to access your existing email account on your Kyocera Cadence. headline See how to access different email accounts on your Kyocera Cadence. headline Here is info about standard email message
ports, which can help with the configuration of advanced email settings. heading Learn how to fix your personal and business emails with just a few simple steps. Length: 3:21 heading How to adjust your GPS position setting for your Cadence. the heading Learn to use shortcuts to navigate the screen of your Kyocera Cadence. header How to change the
Mobile Hotspot password on your Cadence. headline How to check settings if you're having trouble connecting to the mobile hotspot on your Cadence. header How to configure mobile / Wi-Fi hotspot settings (e.g. passwords, devices allowed, etc.) on your Cadence. headline How to enable Mobile hotspot on/off on your Cadence or if you can't connect to Wi-
Fi. heading How to access websites through Mobile Web on your device. caption To add a browser bookmark to your Cadence. Header How to clear the cache on your Kyocera Cadence. header How to delete a browser bookmark on your Cadence. headline How to edit your bookmark on your Cadence. header To open a site from a saved bookmark on
your Cadence. headline How to access the web on your Cadence. heading Learn how to bookmark a website on your Kyocera Cadence, so it's easy to find later. header A visual walkthrough of clearing browsing data in the browser of your Kyocera Cadence. headline Discover how to find a website using your Kyocera Cadence. title Learn how to use the
browser window on your Kyocera Cadence. headline How to change the language selection for your Cadence. heading Discover how to change the language settings on your Kyocera Cadence. header To change the lock code on your Cadence. caption To set a lock PIN on your Cadence. header How to unlock the screen of your Cadence. headline A visual
guide for setting screen security on your Kyocera Cadence to protect your private information. header See how to unlock the screen of your Kyocera Cadence. header How to free up space if your device is running slowly or crashes or resets or you can't save media to your Cadence. header How to delete all data on the SD/memory card on your Cadence.
heading To insert or remove SD/memory card for your Cadence. header How to move files from phone/ SD SD on your Cadence. headline An interactive guide to set up your Kyocera Cadence as a Mobile hotspot, allowing you to share your data connection with other devices. header How to transfer music files from your Cadence LTE to a computer. header
How to transfer music files from a computer to your Cadence. headline How to play music on your Cadence. headline To sync music to your phone using Windows Media Player 11. headline See how to navigate your Kyocera Cadence and its virtual drive. header How to check if your software is up to date on your Cadence. header How to view your
application info on your Cadence. Headline Discover the benefits of the latest software update and view instructions to see how to download the software to your device. header How to lock/unlock and edit your SIM PIN on your Cadence. header How to insert or remove a SIM card for your Cadence LTE. headline How to view your SIM card info on your
Cadence. header Find out how to insert and remove a microSD card from your Kyocera Cadence. header Find out how to insert and remove a nano SIM card from your Kyocera Cadence. header How to save a stored music file as a ringtone on your Cadence. header How to set a ringtone on your Cadence. headline How to turn on your speakerphone on
your Cadence. header How to increase your volume on your Cadence. header To create and send a text message through VZAccess Manager. headline How to troubleshoot sending an international text message. title How to cut, copy. and pastes on to your Cadence. caption How to send picture/video message via email. header How to print text messages
from your computer through your My Verizon account. header How to capture a screenshot of your Cadence. heading To adjust accessibility settings (such as readout, color inversion, speech speed, etc.) for your 4G Basic Phone. header To change the TTY settings on your Cadence. headline How to use voice-activated commands on your Cadence. Header
How to set the wallpaper on your Cadence. title Learn how to change the background of the home screen of your Kyocera Cadence. headline Learn how to apply alerts to your Kyocera Cadence. headline To change the Emergency Call Address for Wi-Fi Calling on your 4G Basic phone. headline To add a Wi-Fi network to your Cadence. header How to check
settings if you can't connect to the internet or send/receive messages on your Cadence LTE. heading To set network mode settings if you're having problems with calls, messages, or data services. header How to remove a saved Wi-Fi network from your Cadence. headline How to enable Wi-Fi Calling that can improve indoor call quality for your Cadence.
headline How to turn Wi-Fi on or off for your Cadence. This may help if you cannot access your Hotspot. title Learn how to use your Kyocera Cadence to connect to a Wi-Fi network, so you can access the internet without using data. header Are you having problems with your Wi-Fi connection? Don't have any fear! Follow these simple steps to get your Wi-Fi
connection up and running. Duration: 2:55 2:55
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